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This annex provides the results of DCPA applied to the implementation groups generated in Chapter 5. The figures include the results of DCPA and the resistance evaluation against DCPA of the different implementations.
Figure A.5: DCPA on keeloq_tb041 generated implementations
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Figure A.6: Resistance against DCPA of keeloq_tb041 generated implementations
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Figure A.6: Resistance against DCPA of keeloq_tb041 generated implementations
Appendix B

KeeLoq implementations

This appendix shows the KeeLoq source code inspired in tb041 application note [93] used in Chapters 5 and 6.

Listing B.1: tb041 implementation

```c
for (i = 16; i > 0; i--) {
    //NLF
    if (bit(data.i16.high,15)) {
        aux = KeeLoq_NLF_H;
    } else {
        aux = KeeLoq_NLF_L;
    }

    if (bit(data.i16.high,10)) {
        asm volatile("swpb %1"
                     :="r"(aux)
                       :"0"(aux)
                       :"cc");
    }

    if (bit(data.i16.high,4)) {
        aux >>= 4;
    }

    if (bit(data.i16.low,9)) {
        aux >>= 2;
    }

    if (bit(data.i16.low,1)) {
        aux >>= 1;
    }

    //linear operation
    aux ^= data.i16.high ^ data.i16.low ^ key;
    data.i32 >>= 1;
    if (aux & 0x0001) {
        data.i16.high |= 0x8000;
    }
}
```
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Listing B.2: nlftb041 implementation

```c
for (i = 16; i > 0; i--) {
    nlf_mask = 1;
    //NLF
    if (data.i16.low & 0x0002) {
        nlf_mask *= 2;
    }
    if (data.i16.low & 0x0200) {
        nlf_mask *= 4;
    }
    if (data.i16.high & 0x0010) {
        nlf_mask *= 16;
    }
    if (data.i16.high & 0x0400) {
        nlf_mask *= 256;
    }
    aux = 0;
    if (data.i16.high & 0x8000) {
        if (KeeLoq_NLF_H & nlf_mask) {
            aux = 0x0001;
        }
    } else {
        if (KeeLoq_NLF_L & nlf_mask) {
            aux = 0x0001;
        }
    }
    //linear operation
    aux ^= data.i16.high ^ data.i16.low ^ key;
    data.i32 >>= 1;
    if (aux & 0x0001) {
        data.i16.high |= 0x8000;
    }
    key >>= 1;
}
```

Listing B.3: gentb041 implementation

```c
size_t nlf_lut[] =
    {0,1,1,1, 0,1,0,0, 0,0,1,0, 1,1,1,0,
     0,0,1,1, 1,0,1,0, 0,1,0,1, 1,1,0,0};
size_t nlf_mask;
...
for (i = 16; i > 0; i--) {
    nlf_mask = 0;
    //NLF
    if (data.i16.low & 0x0002) {
        nlf_mask |= 1;
    }
    if (data.i16.low & 0x0200) {
        nlf_mask |= 2;
    }
    if (data.i16.high & 0x0010) {
        nlf_mask |= 4;
    }
    if (data.i16.high & 0x0400) {
        nlf_mask |= 8;
    }
    if (data.i16.high & 0x8000) {
        nlf_mask |= 16;
    }
    aux = nlf_lut[nlf_mask];
    //linear operation
    aux ^= data.i16.high ^ data.i16.low ^ key;
    data.i32 >>= 1;
    if (aux & 0x0001) {
        data.i16.high |= 0x8000;
    }
    key >>= 1;
}
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